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ABSTRACT: Presently due to the low speed of adders as they involved partially in the multiplication
operation the speed of multiplier is limited. In reference to the digital processor, the speed mainly depends on
the multipliers used for processing different operations in the processor. In this work, we have presented an
approach to improve the speed and performance efficiency of the processor with low propagation delay. We
have designed and realized 4x4 and 8x8 Vedic multiplier by KSA based on X-OR gate followed by
comparative analysis of different design constraints. We understood the concept of the adder and its
categorization including prefix adder in detail with designing and implementation procedure. We have
learned and analyzed the structure of multipliers and adders with their mathematical equation including
characteristics. We have presented the designing approach based on Vedic sutra (Urdhva Tiryagbhyam) for
high efficient multipliers in a digital processor. We synthesized and investigated the presented work in Xilinx
14.2 and ModelSim 6.1e tool used for modeling and simulation analysis.
Keywords: Prefix Adder, Kogge-Stone Adder, Carry Select Adder, Multiplier, Vedic Mathematics sutra (Urdhva
Tiryagbhyam)
In [3] the requirement of low power consumption and
I. INTRODUCTION
less propagation delay discussed with the new concepts
The area of the advance technology processor of the of the digital processor with certain limitations. With the
digital devices must be efficient and less area. In digital usage of high-speed multipliers, the performance of
processor, binary information will be there and digital processors has enhanced. For better operations
multiplication is the most significant operation after and efficiency of multipliers, many researchers worked
addition. With newest encroachment in technology, on developing new algorithms.
digital processor acts with critical functions in the
II. PREVIOUS METHODOLOGY
engineering domain. In digital processor architecture
adder performs significant operation such as address In [4] present scenario of the digital system the
calculation, ALU functions [1] and table directory. fundamental arithmetic operation blocks such as adders
Different algorithms proposed for addition in existing or multipliers have increased the speed of the digital
work including half adder, full adder and parallel adder processor in reference to the performance of digital
to prefix adder. Apart from addition multiplication is circuit designing and applications. Thus digital
another operation responsible for digital processing. For processors depend on the high-speed circuitry of adders
fast accurate response digital processor depends on the and multipliers. As we know ALU (Arithmetic Logic
performance of multipliers and adders [2]. In VLSI Unit) is one of the main units of the digital processor as
circuits and design the main area of research work deals it performs binary addition and multiplications which
with the improvement in the performance of multipliers help in the processing of binary data in any digital
and adders. Over the years different circuitry for adders system or device. With the latest design and
and multipliers proposed to increase the response of developments in the digital technology, researchers have
digital processor with the less area as number of gates done great work including IC’s having small size and
reduced. With the evolution of ICs (Integrated Circuits) fewer power consumptions as they are considered as
the computing engineering mainly in customer other factors involve in the performance analysis of
electronics has been practicing strange burst in progress digital processors.
and augmentation.
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With reference to the design and performance evaluation
of digital processor, it is required to select proper adder
and a multiplier circuit for future applications in the
field of the digital world. In this section of the chapter,
we have described the general concept of binary adders
including half and full adders followed by further
classification in detail. Finally, we have presented
multipliers based on the concept of Vedic algorithm. In
the initial level we described the basic concept of binary
addition using adders including Half adder and Full
adder, then we have talked about the addition in the
parallel form using parallel adders including prefix
adders and further covered the multiplication operation
in Vedic sutras as presented in [5][6].
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In any digital processor, the stage of addition and
multiplication circuitry significantly influenced the
performance in terms of speed as discussed in [13]. The
speed based performance of the digital processing
circuits mainly depends on the design methods of adders
used whereas adders are responsible for the addition of
two or more bits. According to the [32], adders and
multipliers are the circuits required in the operation of
any digital processing unit including signal processor or
image processing. For fast response, we have referred
the concepts of Vedic maths as 16 sutras presented
which computes arithmetic operations in a different
way. We have described and enlisted all the Vedic sutras
in the previous chapter. So in this thesis work, we kept
in our mind and focused on mitigating the area and
delay in case of the digital processor. For digital circuit
devices and applications propagation delay is a very
important factor as if the delay is the low speed of the
circuit will be high or vice-versa. Hence, the delay
should be minimizing for high-speed performance of the
processor.
We have considered N-bit addition for the description of
delay and its importance in Fig. 1 . If we consider the
addition of one high bit value for example A0 A1 A2A3 is
high bit value information and another B0 B1B 2B3 then
there will be carried bit value as C0C 1C2C3 is obtained.
Every bitwise addition has produced a carry bit value
which propagates to the next bit thus delay occurred.
Principally we have discussed the general concept of
half adder for 2-bit addition and a full adder for 3-bit
addition. Also, there are other adders including serial
and parallel which offers a fast response in the designing
of the processor. In the present world of ULSI circuits
and designs, we must think about the fast processing
module with high-performance ability and compatibility
integrated with the advanced technology as per the
demands.

Fig. 1. Delay for bit binary addition circuit.
Since the digital processors are configured with
combinational circuits including multipliers with adders
having challenges of speed and delay in the operations.
For this, many researchers proposed some parallel
binary adders to design and develop fast and high-speed
multipliers with adders such as ripple carry adder, look
ahead carry adders and much more. But in these adders
based multipliers number of gates increases which
further increase the delay and reduces the speed of
response as they used conventional method for
multiplication. In our work we have considered all these
challenges and worked with an approach towards high
efficient and low propagation delay digital processor in
which to overcome all the discussed challenges we have
proposed to implement prefix adder using the concept of
Vedic sutra to design and develop a digital processor
having low delay, reduced number of gate, fewer
number of slices and LUT’s to enhance the performance
of the digital processor.

Fig. 2. XOR Gate by using Multiplexer.
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The main motive of this thesis work is to design and
implement high efficient digital processor with a low
delay which can be integrated with many digital
applications. In our work we have proposed Kogge
Stone Adder as a prefix adder defined in [20] and named
by the researchers Kogge P and Stone H in 1973 by
using an Ex-OR gate (performs multiplexer operations)
to mitigate the delay.
Ex-OR Gate by using Multiplexer
As proposed in [25] Ex-OR gate stands for exclusive
operation logic gate expressed by plus symbol with
encirclement. In designing digital circuits the
complexity can be mitigated by using a proper number
of gates design as a low number of gates consumes low
area and power with less delay for efficient processing.
In general Ex-OR gate can be designed and
implemented with minimum 5 gates including 2 AND, 2
NOT and 1 OR gate but in our work we have
implemented Ex-OR gate operations using Multiplexer
as it has the ability to behave as a universal element in
digital circuit designs. To get the 2-inputs based Ex-OR
operation performed by the Multiplexer we have given
one input value along with its inverse value in the 2input multiplexer and another input value given as select
line for the multiplexer. Hence the output value of
multiplexer would be equivalence to the output value of
Ex-OR gate, this designing concept is known as
Differential Cascode Voltage Switch logic circuit in
which we get true and complementary output values as
per the requirement of the design applications. Here
ripple carry adder produces the sum of two binary
numbers as the functional diagram shown in figure- 3
the cascaded connections of full adders in which output
carry connected as the input carry for the next adder.
This layout allows fast response time and quite simple to
design.
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In the case of ripple carry adder is the slowest one amid
of all the available adders it is due to the fact that each
full adder has to wait for the generation of carry value
from preceding full adder as carry input value.
3.1
S0= X0⊕Y0 ⊕ Cin
3.2
C0= (X0 ⊕ Y0) +(Y0 ⊕ Cin)+(Cin⊕X0)
3.3
S1=X1 ⊕Y1 ⊕ C0
3.4
C1=(X1⊕Y1)+(Y1 ⊕ C0) + (C0 ⊕ X1)
3.5
S2=X2⊕ Y2 ⊕ C1
3.6
C2= (X2⊕Y2) + (Y2⊕C1) + (C1⊕ X2)
3.8
Sn=Xn ⊕Yn ⊕ Cn+1
3.9
Cn=(Xn⊕Yn) +(Xn ⊕ Cn+1) + (Cn+1 ⊕ Xn)
When consumption of area and delay required to be low
ripple carry adder finds its applications as it as compare
to other adders as the only limitation with ripple carry
adder is the complexity in design as a number of gates
used are more and it does not offer efficient speed with
the area.
KOGGE-STONE ADDER (KSA)
Kogge Stone Adder as a prefix adder defined in [20] and
named by the researchers Kogge P and Stone H in 1973,
the concept was developed as KSA is the kind of prefix
adder with some special and fast features. It comprises
of three parts including preprocessing part, carry
generator part and post processing part.
3.10
P=X i ⊕ Y i
G = Xi Yi
3.11
Ci = Gi
3.12
3.13
Si = Pi ⊕ Ci+1

Fig. 4. A basic diagram of Kogge Stone Adder.
In prefix Kogge Stone Adder, Ex-OR gate can be
substituted by Multiplexer which offers numerous
configuration and confers the true value and
complement value at any instant of time.

Fig. 3. Layout of Ripple Carry Adder functions.
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Fig. 5. Kogge-Stone Adder using X-OR gate.
VEDIC MULTIPLICATION

Above examples in the given figure 6 shows that how
UT Vedic algorithm can be done by following all the
steps. We have used this concept in our research work to
improve the performance of the digital processor. The
ability of UT Vedic sutra to compatible with digital
devices and processor make it special and fast
calculations due to the partial multiplication and their
addition in parallel form simultaneously. The words
Urdhav is taken from the Sanskrit language means
vertical or perpendicular and Tiryagbhyam means
diagonally in English so this sutra approach for the
computation diagonally and perpendicularly for any two
given numbers. As presented in [7] this approach for the
multiplication based on the principle of partial products
and sum occurred simultaneously thus increases the
computation responses and performance.

As discussed in the previous chapter we have used
Urdhva Tiryakbhayam (UT) sutra of Vedic maths for
multiplication concept which is appropriate for any
number system such as decimal, binary or hexadecimal.
To understand the concept well we have taken example
based learning with two decimal numbers as shown in
the figure below.

Fig. 7. Vedic Multiplier for 4bits.

Fig. 6. Multiplication of two decimal numbers by UT
Vedic sutra.

In this 4-bit Vedic multiplier we have taken 2 binary
numbers at a time as per the diagram and furthermore
number of adders required for the computation, we have
observed these problems and resolved them with the
proposed method with respect to a number of gates and
area consumed in our implementation processes. As a
novel theory, this Vedic sutra provides the throughput,
also the generation of partial product terms and their
sum as displayed in figure 1. One of the unique features
of this sutra is the reduction in the resources required for
processors to operate at high frequency since this
concept is very different from conventional type, also it
improves the overall performance and efficiency of the
digital processor. The final outcome of the aboveconsidered equation is C2S2S1S0. Similarly, for the
calculation of 4x4, 8x8, 16x16 and so on in other cases
achieved with this process.
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IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In the recent time, technology developments from micro
scale to nanoscale in circuit designing [1] motivated us
to work towards the efficient digital processor. We have
proposed and implemented a fast multiplier using
Kogge-Stone Adder incorporated with UT Vedic sutra.
Due to the usage of Vedic sutra the execution is simple
and fast with two steps mainly generation of partial
product terms and their addition involves in the
multiplication operation as discussed in [5]. In this
chapter, we have described the design and
implementation of Vedic multiplier using Kogge -Stone
adder to fulfill the objectives of this thesis work
including an approach towards high speed and efficient
digital processor. Vedic maths can be applied in
engineering research work for the development of new
algorithms and systems as part of their possible
applications for its potential in the field of Technology
and Science.
Customized Adder
For the design and implementation of 4x4 bit KoggeStone Adder using the X-OR gate, as Vedic sutra is used
between 4-bit multiplicand state as A [3:0], B [3:0] and
produced the outcome of multiplication in P[7:0] bit.

Fig. 10. N- bits Kogge-Stone Adder using X-OR
gate.
Similarly, we have shown the functional blocks of 8
bit Kogge-Stone Adder using the X-OR gate and n
bits Kogge-Stone Adder using the X-OR gate in over
figures.
Customized Multiplier for High-Speed Digital
Processor
In this section, we have shown the proposed Vedic
multiplier based on UT Vedic sutra for multiplication
operation in a digital processor. In reference to the
figure 5.4, we have used small blocks to realize the
complex diagram as in 4x4 Vedic multiplier realized by
small blocks of 2x2 multipliers based on Verilog
Hardware Description Language (VHDL).

Fig. 8. 4 bit Kogge-Stone Adder using X-OR gate.
The four 2-bit fault tolerant reversible Vedic
multiplier is required to implement a 4-bit multiplier.

Fig. 11. 4x4 Vedic multiplier using Kogge-Stone Adder
with XOR gate.
Fig. 9. 8 bit Kogge-Stone Adder using X-OR gate.
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In figure - 13 full adder circuitry is shown by the square
box and all the full adders are connected in cascaded
form. For ‘0’ as input value, we have connected it with
ground point and using the only block we can easily
calculate the number of gates. As discussed earlier three
bits can be added in full adder at a time so that carry of
the first full adder is given as input value for the next
full adder and so on in the designed circuit. Due to this a
combinational path delay produced during the
forwarding of each carry bit as an input value.

Fig. 12. 8X8 Vedic Multiplier by using Kogge Stone
Adder.
UT Vedic sutra based 4x4, 8x8 bit multiplication as in
Vedic multipliers architectures demonstrated in this
section. The multiplication approach of UT Vedic sutra
is quite different as perpendicular and diagonally which
produces partial product terms and sum, thus it improves
the parallel processing by reducing the delay. Using
such structure in the design improves the efficiency and
performance of the digital processor with less delay and
area required for IC.
For the creation of the new project, we have shown here
the snapshot in figure 12 where we mark the name of the
project. This snapshot of the window describes the
details such as the location of the file and also we can
add the description of the project in the given area.
There is a drop down area to select the source levels. We
have used Xilinx ISE as a simulation tool for the
development of the proposed work.

Fig. 13. RTL view of circuit with input and output.

As per the, we have selected devices based on the
requirement of the proposed system model. This
snapshot of the window shows the designed constraints
with values as per their availability. The destined
constraints include a number of slices, input/ output
buffers, look up table and path delay. For the high speed
and efficiency, the value of these constraints should be
low as possible. The higher value of these constraints
increases the overall cost of the system model with less
mobility. The look-up table associated with the number
of slices as the array of the same logic circuit as large
look-up table takes greatest processing time but for
high-speed operation this should be low. The path delay
defined as the time taken by the device to give the
response as output for the particular input so this should
be low. Since speed and path delay are inverse to each
other. Finally, the number of input or output buffers is
less as it reduces the complexity of the logic circuit by
which fault and error can be easily detected.
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The idea of circuit and simulation testing for the
verification purpose of the particular outcome is shown
in figure. whereby changing the value of clock port in
the program can change the input signal port. For the
performance analysis we have enlisted here all the
designed constraints with their definitions, functions,
and specifications in detail:
• Look Up Table (LUT)
It reduces the complexity of calculations and
improves the processing duration. This
designed constraints considered in many typical
applications including signal and image
processing and modeling.
• Slices
It defines the connections also parallel
connections of devices considered as an array.
Normally a look-up table consists of a number
of slices. If number of slices used the area
consumption will be more.
• Propagation Delay
For the propagation in the digital circuit, it
varies from level ‘0’ to ‘1’ and vice-versa in
zero time. But in practical it takes some finite
value time period to switch the levels. So the
time period it takes to change its output level is
said to be switching time period. Propagation
delay is defined as the time period taken by the
output to give on response occurrence of the
input pulse. It is the most significant constraints
for logic circuit of any digital system to
operate. If the value of propagation delay is low
the logic circuit is more efficient and high in
speed and vice-versa.
• Input/ Output Buffers
For the simple logic circuit and design, this
should be less in value.
• CPU TimeIt defines the time taken by the CPU for
processing the operations so for the fast
response it should be low as possible.
For the result and performance analysis, we have to
discuss the values of these design constraints as per the
simulation performed in the proposed work. In our
simulation work we have to analyze and compared the
constraints with their value for both ripples carry adder
and kogge-stone adder in tabular form as shown here
below. We have performed simulation using Xilinx
14.2i Spartan 3E series. As per the data values in the
table, we have done the comparative analysis between 4bit RCA and 4-bit KSA, observed that number of slices

less with less LUT’s in the case of KSA which results in
less delay and CPU time with an equal number of IOB’s
in the same memory device.
Table: Comparison between 4 bit RCA Adder and 4
bit KSA Modified Adder
Adder

Slices
4

LU
Ts
7

IOB
s
13

4
bit
RCA
4
bit
KSA
8 bit
RCA
8 bit
KSA
16 bit
RCA
16 bit
KSA
32 bit
RCA
32 bit
KSA

3

5

13

9

15

25

5

9

25

18

31

49

10

17

49

36

63

97

19

33

97

Delay

Memory

7.848
ns
5.776
ns
12.142
ns
5.776
ns
20.629
ns
5.776
ns
37.604
ns
5.776
ns

230016
KB
230016
KB
230016
KB
230016
KB
230056
KB
229824
KB
232064
KB
231040
KB

CPU
Time
10.00
sec
9.22
sec
10.09
sec
9.33
sec
11
sec
9.66
sec
10.98
sec
10.34
sec

We have done comparative analysis as in the case of
KSA slices and LUT’s are less in numbers and we have
obtained a slight difference in the delay also which
improves the performance in the speed of the digital
processor
Adder

Slices

LUTs

IOBs

4 bit
RCA
4 bit
KSA

23

40

16

19

33

16

Delay

Memory

CPU
Time

12.421
ns
11.737
ns

232064
KB
231872
KB

11.14
sec
11.34
sec

V. CONCLUSION
In the digital circuit systems and campaign, digital
processor based on low power VLSI plays a vital role
for the high and efficient performance. The designing
points for assumptions in the case of a better recital in
VLSI are speed, area and cost so in our work we have
analyzed and focused on these factors. The present
scenario of the low power devices advances with latest
designing, cost effectiveness cooling and packaging,
reliability, and portability.
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In the thesis work we have performed detailed literature
survey and studied prefix adders including CLA, CSA.
We have developed an approach towards high efficient
and low delay digital processor for this modification of
Vedic multiplier using KSA based on X-OR gate
designed and implemented which reduces the number of
slices, area, and delay. Mainly, this research has
discovered and completed following objectives. We
thoroughly covered all the adders in the literature survey
with classifications and their types including designing
procedure. Undergone a review analysis of UT Vedic
maths sutra with its multiplication concept and used it in
the designing of the multiplier. Design and
implementation of proposed KSA using X-OR gate for
4-bits, 8-bits, 16-bits and 32 bits and analyzed the
designed constraints with values. Evaluated the
performance of KSA using X-OR gate for binary
addition to mitigating the size and enhancement of
efficiency and speed in digital processing. Performed
comparative analysis of the KSA using an X-OR gate
with respect to the RCA at different design constraints
values.
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